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A systematic study is made of the accuracy and e�ciency of a number of existing

quadrature schemes for molecular Kohn-Sham Density-Functional Theory (DFT),

using 408 molecules and 254 chemical reactions. Included are the �xed SG-x (x=0-3)

grids of Gill et al., Dasgupta and Herbert, the 3-zone grids of Treutler and Ahlrichs,

a �xed �ve-zone grid implemented in Molpro, and a new adaptive grid scheme. While

all methods provide a systematic reduction of errors upon extension of the grid sizes,

signi�cant di�erences are observed in the accuracies for similar grid sizes with various

approaches. For the tests in this work the SG-x �xed grids are less suitable to achieve

high accuracies in the DFT integration, while our new adaptive grid performed best

among the schemes studied in this work. The extra computational time to generate

the adaptive grid scales linearly with molecular size and is negligible compared with

the time needed for the self-consistent �eld (SCF) iterations for large molecules. A

comparison of the grid accuracies using various density functionals shows that meta-

GGA functionals need larger integration grids than GGA functionals to reach the

same degree of accuracy, con�rming previous investigations of the numerical stability

of meta-GGA functionals. On the other hand, the grid integration errors are almost

independent of the basis set, and the basis set errors are mostly much larger than

the errors caused by the numerical integrations, even when using the smallest grids

tested in this work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kohn-Sham density functional methods (KS DFT)1,2 have emerged as the most popular

approach to describe electronic structure during the past decades.3 The reason for this lies

in the fact that KS methods are much simpler than most quantum chemical wave function

methods. They can be easily implemented and exhibit a moderate scaling of O(N 3) (which

can be brought down to linear scaling4�6) with the system size N , so that KS calculations

can be performed for very large systems (in the range of 100 to 1000 atoms) with modern

computer hardware. However, unlike ab initio wave function methods KS DFT methods

lack the property of being systematically improvable7,8 due to the fact that the underlying

exchange-correlation functional is unknown and must be approximated. As a consequence,

care needs to be exercised when applying DFT methods for calculating certain molecular

properties, since large errors might occur, depending on the functional chosen.7 The most

crucial shortcomings of original formulations of DFT functionals, however, are nowadays

understood and can be corrected with various approaches that have been developed over the

years. These involve methods to correct the dispersion energy problem,9 the overestimation

of polarizabilities of long-conjugated acene molecules,10 the inability to describe excitation

energies of charge-transfer11 or Rydberg character,12 and the incorrect description of band

structures of periodic systems.13 A large number of density functionals is available in most

software implementations, including in Molpro's internal library14 and in the library libxc.15

The basic quantities that need to be calculated in a (ground-state) KS calculation are the

exchange-correlation (xc) functional

Exc =

∫
εxc[ρ,∇ρ,∇2ρ, . . . ](r)ρ(r)dr (1)

and the exchange-correlation potential, which is normally represented in terms of matrix

elements of atom centered Gaussian type basis functions (GTOs) χµ(r):16,17

[vxc]µν =

∫
χµ(r)vxc(r)χν(r)dr =

∫
χµ(r)

δExc

δρ(r)
χν(r)dr (2)

As displayed in Eq. (1) the xc functional is usually described in terms of an xc energy density

function εxc that depends on the electron density ρ(r) and its derivatives. Density functional

methods can then be categorised with respect to the quantities that are involved, namely

local density approximation (ρ), generalised gradient approximation (ρ, ∇ρ), or (ρ, ∇ρ, τ)
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(LDA, GGA, and meta-GGA methods, respectively), the lattermost sometimes containing

the Laplacian of the density instead of the local kinetic energy density (cf. Ref. 18) because

both quantities are related to each other.8 Two of the central steps in KS programs are

therefore the evaluation of Eqs. (1) and (2). In general, these integrals cannot be evaluated

analytically. Therefore most DFT programs based on local basis functions make use of

numerical quadrature techniques.

Due to the fact that the integrand is dominated by cusps at the atomic positions, the most

common approach is to �rst decompose the whole molecular volume into atomic cells and

then to de�ne integration grids and integration weights for each atom individually. This was

�rst proposed in the ground-breaking work of Becke.19 The simplest approach is to choose

non-overlapping discrete cells such that the atomic regions are strictly separated from each

other. Becke found, however, that a much more accurate description of the integrals is

achieved if one allows the atomic cells to overlap, namely, by choosing fuzzy overlapping

cells instead of discrete ones.19

Rodriguez et al.20 derived an alternative numerical integration scheme that is based on

transformed sparse grids and does not follow the standard recipe of Becke. Furthermore, in

valence-only atomic-orbital codes employing pseudopotentials the integrals can be evaluated

with uniform 3D grids.21 Such approaches are also used in combination with all-electron

approaches in the multi-resolution methods described in Refs. 22�24.

There also exist a number of grid-free DFT methods where the integration problem has been

solved either by �tting various powers of the density to linear combinations of atom-centered

functions,25,26 or by exploiting the fact that any matrix element of a function of the density

can be written in terms of the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix

Mµν =

∫
χµ(r)ρ(r)χν(r)dr. (3)

With GTOs, this can be computed analytically from a contraction of four centre overlap in-

tegrals and the density matrix.27�31 The latter approach by Zheng et al.27,28 and Glaesemann

et al.29�32 involves, however, resolution of the identity (RI) approximations, and therefore

the error of the method depends on the size of the orbital and RI basis sets. Glaesemann

and Gordon have designed auxiliary basis sets which minimize the errors arising from the

RI.31 It was found that the errors can be nicely reduced for LDA type functionals with
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such adapted auxiliary basis sets. However, noticable errors still remained for the Becke88

exchange functional,33 even if extended auxiliary basis sets are used.31

In the current work we use numerical quadrature techniques using fuzzy cells as originally

introduced by Becke19 and further improved in later works.4,34�36 For each cell, the integra-

tion grid is conventionally generated from combinations of radial34,36�44 and angular34,36,45�51

grids. The choice of these grids is essential for the accuracy and e�ciency. This will be

reviewed and discussed in section II.

Taking just the direct product of a radial and angular grid may result in an enormous number

of grid points for larger systems. It is therefore important to �prune� the grids by omitting

points that hardly a�ect the accuracy. This can be achieved either by using di�erent angular

grids for each radial point (or ranges of them) or vice versa. Various ��xed� and �adaptive�

grid pruning schemes will be discussed in section III. In the �xed grid methods35,36,39,52�55

the number of angular grid points is predetermined for ranges of radial grid points, while in

the adaptive methods56,57 the angular grid is adjusted on the �y for each radial grid point

according to some accuracy criterion. In Section IV a new adaptive grid method which is

particularly e�cient and accurate is proposed.

In spite of the large number of developments to improve the numerical quadrature for DFT

methods over the years it seems that, to the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive work

that analyses the accuracy of the various quadrature grids on equal footing has not been pub-

lished so far. Very recently, Lehtola and Marques have studied the accuracy of various grid

schemes.58 They found considerable variation in the grid sensitivity of density functionals.

Such behavior has been known before to exist for certain classes of functionals.8,59

Extensive benchmark calculations using several grid schemes that are implemented in the

Molpro program60�62 will be presented in section V. We will compare grid errors of absolute

and relative energies for various functionals and basis sets. The e�ect on relative energies will

be investigated for 254 chemical reactions, which are taken from the GMTKN30 database

by Grimme et al..63 Finally, section VI summarizes the results of this work.
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II. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHODS IN DFT

The molecular integral over a multi-center quantity, such as the exchange-correlation energy

density F (r)

I =

∫
F (r)dr (4)

is commonly calculated by decomposing the molecular space into fuzzy cells,19 each associ-

ated with one of the atoms A

F (r) =
∑

A

wA(r)F (r) =
∑

A

FA(r)

∑

A

wA(r) = 1, wA(r) ≥ 0, (5)

where wA is an atomic weight function that is equal to one when r is close to the nucleus of

A, and decays to zero the further the point lies away from the atomic center. Using Eq. (5)

the integral in Eq. (4) then decomposes into atomic contributions

I =
∑

A

IA, (6)

which can be evaluated in a spherical coordinate system centered on A using

IA =

∫ ∞

0

drA

∫ π

0

dθA

∫ 2π

0

dϕAFA(rA, θA, ϕA)r
2
A sin θA. (7)

Due to the complicated form of the integrand FA in DFT, which can depend on powers of

the density and its derivatives, it is convenient to evaluate Eq. (7) by the means of numerical

quadrature. The radial and angular integrations can be done successively to give:

IA =

NA
rad∑

i=1

wrad
i

NA,i
ang∑

j=1

wang
j FA(rA,i, θA,j, ϕA,j), (8)

where NA
rad denotes the number of radial grid points, NA,i

ang the number of angular grid points

at center A for a radial point i, and wrad
i , wang

j are the corresponding quadrature weights. In

pruned grid methods, NA,i
ang is a function of the radial grid index i, as discussed in section

III. Note that the angular grid may be di�erent for each radial grid point i, as indicated

in Eq. (8) by the upper bound NA,i
ang of the summation over j. Thus, the weights wang

j

and the associated angles θA,j and ϕA,j depend implicitly on i. Since the shape of FA can

have characteristic features in certain spatial regions, such as the valence region in molecular
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systems, a number of quadrature methods have been developed that are designed to improve

the accuracy of the integration compared to standard schemes such as Gauss-Legendre or

Gauss-Chebyshev methods.

A. Partitioning into atomic contributions

The partitioning of molecular integrals into atomic contributions sketched in Eq. (4) is a

crucial step in DFT integration methods because it involves atomic weight functions that

may be chosen arbitrarily apart from the aforementioned constraint that wA(r) =
r→rA

1 and

wA(r) =
|r−rA|≫0

0 (wA ≥ 0 otherwise). As argued by Becke19 as well as Treutler and Ahlrichs,36

a general further criterion for the derivation of the function wA is that it should be smooth

between the transition from the nucleus of A to the external region, because it is coupled

directly to the smoothness of the function wA · F to be integrated.

A popular scheme to decompose the molecular volume into atomic cells is due to Becke

which consists of two steps.19 In the �rst step the molecular space is partitioned into non-

overlapping Voronoi polyhedra using the functions

PA(r) =
∏

B ̸=A

s(µAB) (9)

with

s(µAB) =





1 −1 ≤ µAB ≤ 0

0 0 < µAB ≤ 1
(10)

µAB =
rA − rB
RAB

where rA, rB denote the distances from the nuclei and RAB is the distance between the

nuclei of atoms A and B, respectively. The function PA in Eq. (9) obeys the constraints

that PA(r) ≈ 1 if rA is small and that it goes to zero if rA is large. Becke introduced an

approach to soften the boundaries of the resulting polyhedra to create fuzzy cells.19 The

step discontinuity at µAB = 0 is softened, and rendered di�erentiable, by replacing s in Eq.
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Figure 1. The step function sn(µ) by Becke (Eq. (11)) for di�erent recursion levels n. The corre-

sponding step function by Murray (Eq. (15)) at the default iteration level n = 10 is displayed by

the red dashed line.

(10) by

f0(ν) = ν, −1 ≤ ν ≤ 1

fn+1(ν) =
3

2
fn(ν)−

1

2
fn(ν)

3,

sn(µAB) =
1

2
(1− fn(µAB)). (11)

With increasing n, sn(µAB) approaches the step function in Eq. (10), as shown in Fig. 1. A

su�ciently large value of n is required to achieve e�ective partitioning; however, the sharp

step that would arise from very large n leads to signi�cant oscillations in the overall integral

when grid points move from the cell of one atom to another as a consequence of a change in

molecular geometry. Becke found that n = 3 is appropriate for general applications,19 and

this was adopted by other authors as well.34,36,56,57

A disadvantage of the partitioning method described above is that it does not take into

account the atomic sizes for heteronuclear molecular systems. Becke has therefore modi�ed

the step function by an atomic size adjustment correction de�ned by

µAB → µAB + aAB(1− µ2
AB) (12)
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with

aAB =
uAB

u2
AB − 1

uAB =
χAB − 1

χAB + 1

χAB =
RA

RB

(13)

where RA, RB denote the Bragg-Slater radii of atoms A,B. The size adjustment scheme of

Eq. (12) has been investigated by Treutler and Ahlrichs36 and was found to pose a problem

for certain chemical systems, such as magnesocene. They have therefore modi�ed the scheme

above by replacing χAB in Eq. (13) with the corresponding square root over the ratio of the

Bragg radii of atoms A and B

χAB =

√
RA

RB

. (14)

We will denote this approach as the Treutler scheme in in the following, to distinguish it

from the original size-adjustment method by Becke given in Eqs. (12)-(13).

Based on earlier work by Handy and Boys,64 Murray et al.34 proposed an alternative smooth-

ing function that is derived from the derivative

ds

dµ
= Amµ

(1− µ2)mµ (15)

which is zero at the end points µ = ±1. The value of Amµ
in Eq. (15) is chosen such that

s(−1) = 1 and s(1) = 0. This leads to a power series expansion of the step function in

(1− µ2) which is given by

smµ
(µ) =

1

2
− 1

2
µ− 1

2
µ

mµ∑

k=1

[
(1− µ2)k

k−1∏

l=0

f(l)
]

(16)

with

f(l) =
2l + 1

2l + 2
. (17)

Measuring the errors in the integrated density and the Slater-Dirac functional of the N2

molecule for di�erent exponents mµ in Eq. (15) Murray et al. observed that the lowest

errors are achieved for exponent values in the range between mµ = 4 to mµ = 12. They

concluded that the setting mµ = 10 is most suitable because it turned out that larger

exponents of mµ in Eq. (15) gave better accuracies for larger grid sizes. This scheme is used
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in most calculations of this work. In �gure 1 the mµ = 10 function of Murray is compared

with the corresponding Becke step functions from Eq. (11). As can be seen, the Murray

step function is very similar and only slightly sharper than the corresponding Becke step

function at its default level of n = 3.

Once the step functions have been determined and inserted in Eq. (9) to obtain the fuzzy

atomic cells, the atomic weight functions in Eq. (5) can be determined with

wA(r) =
PA(r)∑
B PB(r)

(18)

where the sum in the denominator goes over all atoms.

While the Becke partitioning scheme is still most widely used in computer implementations of

DFT quadratures, it should be noted that alternative schemes were developed by Stratmann

et al.4 and more recently by Laqua and Ochsenfeld65 in order to overcome some shortcomings

of the Becke scheme for certain systems as for example weakly bound complexes. Since the

current work mainly focusses on the adaptive angular grid generation these methods are not

considered here.

B. Radial quadrature

The radial integration part of the quadrature, which can be written generally as

R =

∫ ∞

0

F (r)r2dr, (19)

is often done such that the interval [0,∞] is mapped on a �nite interval [a, b] so that standard

quadrature schemes like those by Gauss-Chebyshev19,36 or Euler-Maclaurin34 can be used.

Many di�erent radial integration methods have been developed with the aim of optimizing

the accuracy of the radial grid for di�erent integral types.34,36,37,39�44 The speci�c choice of

this mapping can have a great impact on the accuracy of the integration, because the radial

points should be distributed such that the core and bonding regions are adequately described

for various chemical situations, such as atoms in di�erent oxidation states or environments.

Early radial quadrature schemes focussing on this aspect were developed by Becke,19 Murray

et al.,34 Treutler and Ahlrichs,36 Gill et al.,35 and Mura and Knowles.37 These quadrature
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methods are still used as the standard radial integration schemes in many quantum chemistry

programs including Turbomole,66 Molpro,60�62 and Q-Chem.67

More recently Gräfenstein and Cremer41 have developed a radial grid scheme that can explic-

itly augment the grid in certain local regions. The motivation of their work was to be able to

improve the accuracy of DFT integrations when meta-GGA functionals are employed, since

then the accuracy often deteriorates due to an insu�cient radial resolution in the valence

region. Gräfenstein et al. showed that their method is able to yield the same degree of

accuracy for the argon dimer than a more than two times larger non-augmented grid when

the Van Voorhis-Scuseria functional68 is used in the calculation. The locally augmented

radial grids by Gräfenstein et al. are therefore suitable alternatives to the more commonly

used radial grids if meta-GGA functionals are used. In this work we do not consider the

method of Gräfenstein et al. since we mainly focus on the comparison of di�erent angular

grid pruning methods that are used in conjunction with various standard radial grids.

Other notable radial quadrature schemes were developed by Kakhiani et al.,42 Lindh et al.,38

and Gill and Chien.39 The MultiExp grid by Gill and Chien39 is used within the �xed SG-0

standard grid developed by the same authors.52 The method was analysed by El-Sherbiny

and Poirier40 along with the radial quadratures from Becke,19 Treutler and Ahlrichs,36 and

the radial grid that is used in the SG-1 method of Gill et al..35 It was observed that the

MultiExp grids provide the best accuracies for the KS energies for a large range of di�erent

molecules.40

Table I. Mappings for radial quadrature schemesa)

method mapping roots used in ref.

Treutler-Ahlrichs (TA) ri =
α
ln 2(1 + xi)

m ln
(

2
1−xi

)
xi = cos

(
iπ

N+1

)
3-zone and 5-zone 36

Mura-Knowles (MK) ri = −α ln(1− xi)
m xi =

i
N AMG 37

MultiExp ri = −α lnxi see Ref. 52 SG-0 39,52

Euler-Maclaurin (EM) ri = α
xm
i

(1−xi)m
xi =

i
N+1 SG-1 34,35

DoubleExp ri = exp(αxi − e−xi) xi = −1 + (i− 1) 2
N−1 SG-2,3 43,44

a) The parameters α are atom-dependent scaling factors and are chosen di�erent for each scheme,

as discussed in the text

We now describe the radial quadrature methods which are used in this work in more detail.
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They are summarised in Table I, which gives for each case the mapping formulas to distribute

an evenly spaced grid onto the atomic radial grid.

The Treutler-Ahlrichs (TA) mapping is combined with a second-kind Chebyshev scheme, and

depends on a global exponent m as well as on atom-dependent parameters α (adopted from

Becke's radial grids19) that were optimized for isolated atoms and have values between 0.8

and 2.0 (see Table I in Ref. 36). Best performance for molecular calculations was obtained

with m = 0.6.

Mura and Knowles37 proposed a quadrature scheme, termed MK scheme in the following,

based on a logarithmic mapping function and Euler-Maclaurin quadrature. The mapping is

de�ned by a scale parameter α and a power m that serves to adjust the relative weight of

inner and outer regions. In this work, we adopt the α,m values recommended in Table IV

in Ref. 37.

Gill et al. have combined the logarithmic transformation ri = −α ln xi with the so called

log-square quadrature to obtain the multiexponential (MultiExp) grid.39,52 This method

integrates certain linear combinations of exponentials exactly. Optimised values of α for

atoms H-Cl of this method can be found in Table 1 in Ref. 52. The MultiExp scheme has

been used as the radial quadrature scheme of the �xed SG-0 standard grid developed by

Chien and Gill52 and is further discussed in section IIIA. A downside of the MultiExp scheme

is that the quadrature nodes cannot be obtained analytically. They must be determined by

solving a set of linear equations, which become increasingly ill-conditioned as the number of

grid points is increased.

The Euler-Maclaurin quadrature scheme developed by Murray et al. is based on a trans-

formation that enforces the derivatives of the integrand to become zero at the end points

(utilising the same approach that Murray et al. also used for deriving their novel step

function, see section IIA), thus yielding faster convergence to the exact integral.34,64

The scaling factors of α in the EM quadrature are chosen to be the Bragg-Slater radii. The

EM quadrature has been used as the radial quadrature scheme for the �xed SG-1 standard

grid by Gill et al..35

The double exponential (DoubleExp) quadrature scheme was developed by Mitani et

al..43,44,69 They studied the convergence of the electron number N obtained by integrat-
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ing over the density ρ(r) (in the following �electron number integral�)

N =

∫
ρ(r)dr (20)

and observed that the accuracy with the DoubleExp grids is less sensitive to grid sizes and

atomic species than with the TA and MK radial grids.44 However, Köster et al.57 have found

that a reliable numerical integration of the electron density is not su�cient to ensure the

reliable numerical integration of the exchange-correlation potential. Nevertheless, Dasgupta

and Herbert have adopted the DoubleExp method in their �xed SG-2,3 standard grids,

which will also be considered in the tests in this work; see Ref. 53 and section IIIA.

In practical calculations the size of the radial grid needs to be su�ciently large to achieve

a certain accuracy as chosen by the user. In principle this could be achieved by varying

the grid size within an adaptive method that also optimises the angular grid to reach the

desired degree of accuracy. However, it was noted by Termath et al.70 as well as by Krack

and Köster56 that this can cause instabilities in the adaptive procedure, since the change of

NA
rad shifts all radial grid points of atom A. As is argued by Krack and Köster, adapting

the radial grid is not necessary if enough radial points are provided in conjunction with an

angular grid adaptation subsequently performed to reach the desired accuracy.56 Krack et

al.56 proposed the following equation to relate the number of grid points Nrad to a requested

tolerance Trad

Nrad(Trad) = max (20,−15 log10 (Trad) + 5 · κrow[Z]− 40)) (21)

where κrow[Z] stands for the row in the periodic table the atom belongs to. A similar formula

is used in the Molpro program to compute the number of radial grid points:

Nrad(Trad) = −10 log10(Trad) + 15 · krow[Z]− 30 (22)

(rounded to the nearest integer number if the mantissa of Trad is unequal to one). The factor

krow[Z] is dependent on the nuclear charge Z and is de�ned as

krow[Z] =





0 if Z < 3

1 if 3 ≤ Z ≤ 10

2 if 11 ≤ Z ≤ 18

3 if Z > 18

(23)
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For typical threshold values of Trad = 10−6 and Trad = 10−12 this formula yields 45 and 105

grid points, respectively, for a �rst-row element like carbon (for comparison, the equation

(21) by Krack et al. yields 55 and 145 grid points, respectively, for these threshold values).

The radial grid is then determined using the method of Mura and Knowles37 with m = 3,

cf. Table I.

C. Angular quadrature

The angular grids are nowadays mostly generated by the quadrature method of Lebedev45�48

that constructs spherical grids with octahedral and inversion invariance. The reason for this

originates from the favorable size-cost ratio of Lebedev grids that can integrate spherical

harmonics of order L with only approximately (L+ 1)2/3 grid points. Lebedev grids up to

the order of L = 131 (5810 grid points) can be computed using a program developed by

Laikov.50 Such high orders, however, are not needed in the framework of DFT integration.

Our program Molpro currently has Lebedev grids implemented up to L = 83 (2354 grid

points) and limits the maximum possible order to Lmax = 59 in all calculations presented in

this work.

While the employment of the Lebedev quadrature for the angular integration part is found in

practically any quantum chemistry program, separate sub-integrations over θ and ϕ can also

be performed using Gauss-Legendre or Lobatto integration techniques.34,36 The supplemen-

tation of the Lebedev grids with open-ended quadrature schemes is useful for high-precision

calculations and has been implemented in some quantum chemistry codes.60,66,71

Treutler and Ahlrichs have developed a method to reduce the number of grid points of the

Lobatto grid at a given order L such that the number of points increases only approximately

as L(L− 1)/2.36 Schemes to reduce the number of angular grid points using symmetry have

been discussed by Murray et al..34

Daul and Daul49 as well as Ahrens and Beylkin51 have de�ned alternative angular quadrature

methods whose rules go beyond the octahedral point groups of Lebedev. The spherical

quadrature method by Ahrens and Beylkin51 stays invariant within the icosahedral group

and needs slightly more grid points than the Lebedev scheme to integrate spherical harmonics

to a given order. To our knowledge the methods by Daul and Daul and Ahrens and Beylkin
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have, however, not been investigated for DFT quadratures so far, and it is not clear whether

they would o�er a better performance regarding the trade of cost against accuracy.

In the current work we use only Lebedev grids.

III. GRID TRUNCATION METHODS

The computational e�ort for DFT calculations based on numerical quadrature methods

described in section II and that employ local basis functions (see Eq. (2)) can be shown to

scale linearly with the molecular size if the sparsity of underlying quantities72 is exploited.

Moreover, the methods can be parallelised straightforwardly over the loops over grid points.

However, depending on the extent of the atomic radial and angular grids the total number

of grid points can become enormous. For example, an integration grid with Nrad = 50 and

Nang = 974 (L = 53) for a molecule that consists of 10 atoms has about 5 · 105 points.

Therefore brute-force integrations over full angular atomic grids can become the dominant

part of the computational cost compared to the calculation of the Coulomb and exchange

integrals required to build the Fock matrix. A simple strategy to reduce the number of grid

points adopted in many DFT programs is therefore to truncate those grid points with very

small weights, e.g., grid points very close to the nucleus or grid points for which the scaling

factor from the Voronoi partitioning becomes very small. The cuto� threshold used for this

approach should, however, not be chosen too loose since the grid errors can become large if

the core regions are not accurately integrated. Due to this fact, only a small number of grid

points can be usually saved in practice with this method.

Fortuitously, high Lebedev orders for the angular integration are not needed at all radial

points to achieve high accuracies for the integration. For example, in calculations of ground

state energies one can assume that in the atomic core region the shape of the integrand is

close to spherical, and therefore low Lebedev orders are su�cient. Since the radial grid is

most dense in the short range region this can lead to large savings. It should be noted,

however, that for other properties as for example hyper�ne coupling constants73 much more

dense grids may be needed close to the nucleus to obtain accurate results. A number of

possible grid pruning methods have been devised, which can be categorised into ��xed grid

methods�35,52,53 and �adaptive grid methods�.56,57 These will be described in sections IIIA
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and III B, respectively.

A. Fixed grids

The �rst type of �xed standard grid denoted as SG-1 was developed by Gill et al..35 It is

based on partitioning the atomic volume into �ve spherical shells separated by four spher-

ical surfaces with radii γ1−4R, where R denotes an atomic radius and γ are �xed scaling

parameters that depend on the row in the periodic system of elements. Note that Gill et al.

used the same atomic size parameter also within the EM radial grid scheme used for these

grids (denoted as α in table I). Angular grids with di�erent sizes can then be chosen for

each region. Gill et al. used the Lebedev grids with 6, 38, 86, 194 and 86 points, respec-

tively, taking into account that the points close to the nucleus (�rst region in the scheme)

require only a low Lebedev order.35 The scaling parameters of γ were chosen such that the

deviation from the electronic energies obtained with a full (50,194) grid is minimised. Here

the short-hand notation (50,194) means that the grid is built from 50 radial points (using

the EM method) and 194 Lebedev grid points. As an example, for the carbon atom the

SG-1 grid contains 3816 grid points, and a reduction of 60 percent is achieved relative to

the (50,194) grid, which has 9700 grid points.

More recently, Chien and Gill52 have developed another standard grid termed SG-0, which

even more strongly reduces the number of grid points than SG-1, and which is designed for

calculations on large molecules. The SG-0 grid uses the MultiExp39 quadrature scheme and

reduces the grid sizes roughly to one half of those in SG-1, i.e., an element of the 2nd and

3rd row is described by about 1500 grid points. As an example, the SG-0 grid for the carbon

atom is de�ned by the notation

661822613825028611101146117021462861381181

where the notation xy indicates that the x-point Lebedev grid is used at y successive radial

points. This means that a 6-point Lebedev grid is assigned to the �rst six radial points,

an 18-point Lebedev grid to the next two radial points, etc.. The grid optimisation was

performed by starting from the full parent (23,170) Euler-Maclaurin grid. Then the angular

grid was pruned at each radial point as long as the energy di�erence stayed within an
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acceptable range; see Ref. 52 for details. The SG-0 and SG-1 grids have been shown to yield

acceptable results for total energies, atomisation energies or molecular geometries.35,52

Very recently Dasgupta and Herbert53 have employed a similar pruning technique as for

SG-0, i.e. using �xed sized radial grids and optimising the order of the angular grid assigned

to each radial grid point. They employed the DoubleExp radial quadrature method by

Mitani,43,44 and generated two grids denoted SG-1 and SG-2. The grid sizes for carbon are

7790 and 17674 grid points, respectively. This means they are roughly twice (SG-2) and

�ve times (SG-3) as large as the SG-1 grids. For SG-2 the radial grid size is Nrad = 75 and

for SG-3 Nrad = 99, and so about 50 percent and 100 percent larger than the corresponding

SG-1 grids, see Ref. 53.

These grids were designed for applications that require higher accuracy. For example, po-

tential energy curves of rare gas dimers exhibit signi�cant oscillations with some modern

meta-GGA functionals if the integration grid is too coarse,53,59 and for such functionals it

is not recommended to use small standard grids. In a systematic study of atomisation en-

ergies, isomerization energies, geometrical parameters and harmonic vibrational frequencies

it was shown that SG-2 and SG-3 yield very small errors relative to the unpruned (75,302)

and (99,590) grids, respectively. Moreover, it could be shown that the arti�cial imaginary

frequencies for certain vibrational modes of the ethynyl radical found with SG-0 and SG-1

for the M06-HF functional are removed by the extended SG-2 and SG-3 grids; see Table 6

in Ref. 53.

The 3-zone grid of Treutler and Ahlrichs36 can also be regarded as a �xed grid with a di�erent

assignment of the Lebedev quadrature order L to the radial grid points. Here, the values of

L are determined by the total number of radial quadrature points Nrad in three zones using

L =





Lshort for riwith i ≤ Nrad

3

Lmiddle for riwith Nrad

3
< i ≤ Nrad

2

Llong for riwith i > Nrad

2

(24)

This method is implemented in the Turbomole program66 (using a corresponding second-

kind Chebyshev radial quadrature36) and de�nes seven grid levels using the values of Lshort,

Lmiddle, Llong as shown in Table II.

The 3-zone grid by Treutler thus uses few angular functions in the region close to the nucleus,
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Table II. Angular L values of the 3-zone grids

grid level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lshort 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Lmiddle 11 17 17 17 17 17 17

Llong 17 23 29 35 41 53 59

a medium sized Lebedev order of Lmiddle for the valence region, and a large Lebedev order

(mostly adjustable by the global grid level that can be chosen) for the far range. The default

level of 3 of the 3-zone grid sets the number of radial grid points to Nrad = 35 for second

row elements.36

Another kind of �xed DFT quadrature scheme denoted �5-zone grid� is implemented in the

Molpro quantum chemistry program. It is similar to the one used in the Orca4 quantum

chemistry package54,55 but di�ers in the choice of the radial grid (see below). As in the case of

the SG-1 grids, the atomic radial grids are divided into �ve domains that are de�ned through

the numbers γ1-γ4. These are scaled by the Clementi radius Rmax
74 of the outermost valence

orbital to de�ne the boundaries between the �ve partitioning segments. Each segment then

is assigned the Lebedev order of

Lmax − 18, Lmax − 12, Lmax − 6, Lmax, Lmax − 6

from inner to outer. The maximum Lebedev order is computed from a grid level index k

that can be varied in the range k = 3− 13 using the formula

Lmax(k) = 5 + 6 · k (25)

As an example, for the grids with indices k = 4 and k = 9, the Lebedev orders for the �ve

radial regions are, respectively, (11, 17, 23, 29, 23) and (41, 47, 53, 59, 53). The size for the

radial grid itself is computed by the formula of Krack and Köster shown in Eq. (21) and

each grid level is assigned a particular Trad threshold value that de�nes the size for each row

of the periodic table according to eq. (21). This value is computed by the formula

Trad(k) = 4.34 + 0.33 ·min(0, k − 3) (26)

which results to Nrad = 35 radial grid points for second row elements for the default level

of k = 4. By default, the Gauss-Chebyshev grid as described in the work of Treutler and
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Ahlrichs36 is used. Note that in contrast to the Molpro implementation the Orca4 program

uses a modi�ed TA grid in which the atomic scaling factors are omitted,55 as proposed by

Krack and Köster.56

B. Adaptive angular grid generation

Unlike the �xed grid methods described in the previous section, adaptive grid methods try

to take the chemical environment of an atom into account when pruning the grid. Therefore

it can be expected that they deliver higher accuracies than the �xed grids at comparable

grid sizes.

A central quantity in adaptive grid methods is the functional that is used for pruning the

grid relative to a complete grid with the maximum number of angular functions per radial

grid point. Krack and Köster (KK) assumed that the numerical integration of the overlap

matrix may be a suitable measurement for the pruning error due to the fact that the overlap

matrix also enters the calculation of the electron number integral56 (cf. Eq. (20))

N =

∫
ρ(r)dr =

∑

µν

Pµν

∫
χµ(r)χν(r)dr =

∑

µν

PµνSµν (27)

where Sµν and Pµν are the overlap and density matrices, respectively, in the atomic orbital

basis χµ. Due to the observation that the convergence of the numerically integrated overlap

matrix elements is directly related to their absolute values, and that large values often

converge more slowly than small ones, Krack and Köster consider only the diagonal elements

Sµµ of the overlap matrix to measure the accuracy for the pruned grid. The pruning method

by KK then starts at small Lebedev orders L and increases L until the deviation of the

angular part of the overlap integral for successive values of L is lower than some prede�ned

threshold for all diagonal matrix elements; see Ref. 56 for more details. Later, Köster et al.57

stated that a reliable numerical integration of the electron density is not su�cient to ensure

reliable numerical integration of the exchange correlation potential. They therefore replaced

Sµµ by the diagonal elements of the exchange correlation matrix Vµµ. Since this depends

on the density, two successive KS calculations are carried out. First an approximate grid is

used to determine an approximate density, which is then used to compute Vµµ in the pruning

step in the second calculation. It was concluded that the resulting adaptive scheme performs
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very well, particularly for transition metal systems for which sub-microhartree accuracies

are obtained with grids that are smaller by a factor of about 20 to 25 in size compared to

full reference grids; see tables VI and VII of Ref. 57.

An alternative adaptive grid method, which is used in the Molpro program60�62 and avoids

the repeated KS calculations, will be outlined in section IV and benchmarked in section V.

Adaptations of the DFT quadrature grid to the chemical environment can also be made for

the radial grid instead of the angular grid; see for example the method by Kakhiani et al..42

As noted in section II B, however, a simultaneous adaptation of radial and angular grids can

lead to numerical instabilities,56,70 and so one of the two grids should be kept �xed in an

adaptive grid pruning scheme.

IV. THE ADAPTIVE MOLPRO GRID (AMG)

Our pruning approach is based on a model function ĨAi
(Li), which is evaluated for a given

radial grid point rAi for increasing values of Li until the error relative to a reference value is

smaller than a value that is designed to lead to an error in the complete (radial-summed)

integral that is smaller than a pre-de�ned threshold. This determines a speci�c order Li for

each radial grid point. In principle, the model should be the result of angular quadrature of

the target density-functional kernel, together with full fuzzy-Voronoi weight factors, but this

leads to computational costs for determining the grid that can easily exceed those from all

remaining parts of the DFT calculation. We therefore approximate both the functional kernel

and the Voronoi weight factors, with the aim that the model function should accurately

estimate the real function, but in a way that it can be rapidly evaluated. Before discussing

these approximations, we consider how to measure the sensitivity of quadrature errors to

changes in the angular grid. The overall approach is to assert that the lowest error in

the integral for a given grid size is likely to arise when the errors introduced by truncated

angular quadrature at each of the radial points are approximately equal, rather than being

concentrated in one part of the radial range. We then estimate the overall error in terms

of these radial-point errors using statistical arguments, and invert the analysis to obtain a

prescription for angular quadrature at each radial point targetting a given desired overall
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error. We �rst de�ne

IAi
(Li) =

√
NA

radw
rad
i

N i
ang∑

j

w̃ij(Li) F (ρij), i ∈ A (28)

Here and in the following, indices i and j refer to radial and angular grid points, respectively.

i ∈ A means that index i only refers to grid points on atom A. Thus, all quantities carrying

index i are speci�c to atom A, and for the sake of simplicity this will be implied in all

subsequent equations. N i
ang is the number of angular grid points for Lebedev order Li.

Here F (ρ) is assumed to be the same density-functional kernel as used in the Kohn-Sham

calculation, but for e�ciency reasons it will be replaced by an approximate kernel F̃ (ρ) later

on (cf. Sec. IVA).

ρij ≡ ρ(rij) are density values evaluated at the grid points rij, which are de�ned by the

position of atom A, the radius rAi (distance to center of A), and the corresponding Lebedev

grid with order Li. The adoption of the factor
√

NA
rad is informed by the statistical analysis

below. The weights w̃ij include the full Voronoi weight factors [cf. Eq. (18)] at each grid

point,

w̃ij(L) = wang
j (L)

PA(rij)∑
B PB(rij)

, (29)

and wang
j (L) is the bare angular weight factor for grid point j in the Lebedev grid of order

L. The total approximate integral is then

I(L) =
∑

A

IA(L
A) =

∑

A

(NA
rad)

−1/2
∑

i∈A

IAi
(Li) (30)

The individual radial errors, IAi
(Li)− IAi

(∞) are randomly distributed samples of a popu-

lation with a mean of zero and standard deviation η. Then, by the central limit theorem,75

their mean,

(NA
rad)

−1
∑

i∈A

(IAi
(Li)− IAi

(∞)) = (NA
rad)

−1/2 IA(L
A), (31)

can be viewed as being drawn randomly from a population of mean zero and standard

deviation (NA
rad)

−1/2η. Thus the standard error of IA is η, and the corresponding extensive

error of I is Natomη. We then arrange that a �xed factor times the standard deviation of the

individual radial point errors is less than a target intensive error measure ϵ by choosing each

Li such that |IAi
(Li) − IAi

(∞)| ≤ ϵ. If we assume the worst case that, once Li is chosen,

the local errors are distributed uniformly in the range ±ϵ, this condition actually leads to a
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standard deviation of η = ϵ/
√
3, meaning that IA is expected to lie within ±ϵ of the exact

value with a probability of about 92%.

The functional in eq. (28) can in principle be used to determine an optimum angular grid

order Li for each grid point. However, in practice some approximations are introduced

in order to minimize the computational e�ort and to recover linear scaling. First, rather

than using in eq. (28) the same functional F as in the Kohn-Sham calculation, a simpli�ed

functional F̃ can be chosen. This will be discussed in section IVA. Second, in IVB we

propose a simpli�ed model functional, which leads to linear scaling. Finally, the detailed

angular pruning procedure will be described in section IVC.

A. Choice of the trial integrand function

A simple choice for the trial integrand function F̃ is the Slater-Dirac (SD) exchange func-

tional; because of its simplicity, it can be evaluated rapidly. However, it has been observed

by Knizia76 that with this choice often the number of angular grid points in the long range

region is too small to obtain a good accuracy in the evaluation of typical modern GGA

functionals, where the exchange energy density decays as reciprocal distance rather than

exponentially. Therefore, instead we use the full PW92 exchange-correlation local density

functional.77 Furthermore, Knizia has supplemented the PW92 functional kernel with an

additional term in order to sample integration of the density itself:

F̃ (ρ) = −1

2
εPW92
xc (ρ)ρ+

3

20
exp

( 1

72

(
ln ρ

)2)
ρ7/6, (32)

where the exponent 7
6
in the second term was chosen halfway between 1 (bare density) and

4
3
(exchange functional). The second term in Eq. (32) becomes dominant for small density

values and therefore further augments the importance of the angular grid for low density

regions. Note that the negative sign for EPW92
xc ensures that both terms are positive and not

mutually cancelling. We denote the angular integral of this kernel ĨAi
, and work with the

assumption that a quadrature scheme that obtains ĨAi
to a given accuracy will deliver the

same accuracy in the target integral IAi
.
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B. Linear-scaling adaptive integration

The functional in eq. (28) with the integration kernel in eq. (32) works well for small

molecules. Results for this approach are presented in the supplementary material. However,

for large systems the computational e�ort for the pruning procedure becomes signi�cant

because it scales cubically with system size. We can obtain ĨAi
(Li) ≈ ĨAi

(Li) as a more

e�ciently-calculated function for the adaptive determination of Li in the following way.

Denoting a general grid point as rk, the total density ρ(rk) can be well approximated as

ρ(rk) =
∑

A

ρA(rk), (33)

where ρA(rk) are the Slater atomic densities.78,79 In Ref. 79 these are de�ned for elements

up to n = 6 with e�ective principal numbers of n⋆ = 3.7, 4.0, 4.2 for n = 4, 5, 6. The

implementation in Molpro uses n⋆ = 4.4 for seventh row elements based on a simple linear

extrapolation of the n⋆ values given by Leach.79 The advantage of using Slater's densities

over tabulated numerical densities is that they are given analytically and can be easily

computed at any given grid point.

Due to the summations over all atoms in eqs. (29) and (33), the evaluation of the functional

IAi
for all atoms A scales cubically with molecular size (Note that the evaluation of the PA

functions in Eq. (29) themselves involve products over all atoms (Eq. (9)) that needs to be

taken into account for the scaling factor). It is possible to reduce the summations over the

full number of atoms in Eq. (33) to those which are within a distance

rAcut =
√
fneigh r

A
min (34)

from atom A. Here rAmin is the distance to the closest neighbor atom of A in the molecule

and fneigh is an empirical scaling factor, typically between 2 and 8. This means that Eq.

(33) is approximated as

ρ(rij) ≈ ρA(rij) +

NA
neigh∑

B ̸=A

ρB(rij) (35)

with NA
neigh being the number of neighbor atoms de�ned by the cuto� rAcut. This should be

a good approximation because the atomic densities decay exponentially with the distance

from the center.
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Limiting also the summation in Eq. (29) to the closest neighbor atoms is a less accurate

approximation since the Voronoi weights decay more slowly, as discussed in section IIA.

The scaling can, however, be reduced to linear if the exact the functional IAi
of Eq. (28)

is replaced by an approximate model functional ĨAi
which only includes one-center and

two-center contributions (i ∈ A is implied):

ĨAi
[Li] =

√
NA

rad w
rad
i



N i
ang∑

j

wang
j (Li)F̃ (ρAij) +

NA
neigh∑

B ̸=A

N i
ang∑

j

w̃AB
ij F̃ (ρAB

ij )


 . (36)

We will denote the grid pruning method based on evaluating Eq. (36) for di�erent values

of L as AMG (Adaptive Molpro Grid) method in the following. The sum over B in the

equation is restricted to all neighbor atoms of A as de�ned by rAcut, and w̃AB
ij (L) are the

angular weight factors for a given Lebedev order L, de�ned in analogy to Eq. (29) as

w̃AB
ij (L) = wang

j (L)
PA(rij)

PA(rij) + PB(rij)
. (37)

The integrands F̃ (ρAij) and F̃ (ρAB
ij ) are computed as in Eq. (28) for the density points on

a sphere, except that either the atomic density ρAij =ρA(rij), or the superposition of two

atomic densities ρAB
ij = ρA(rij) + ρB(rij), is used.

C. The pruning procedure

With the de�nition of the model functional in eqs. (28) or (36), and using the integration

kernel in Eq. (32), the generation of an atomic quadrature grid is carried out as follows.

First, a radial grid is determined from a given number of radial points as described at the

end of section II B. Then for each point in the radial grid, the model functional is evaluated

for a maximum Lebedev order Lmax (we choose Lmax = 59) to obtain the target values

ĨAi
[Lmax]. Then a search is performed over all Lebedev orders L, starting from the lowest

possible up to Lmax, and the deviations from the reference values are computed:

∆ĨAi
(L) =

∣∣∣ĨAi
[L]− ĨAi

[Lmax]
∣∣∣ (38)

The most straightforward approach would be to take the lowest value of L for which the

condition

∆ĨAi
(L) ≤ Tang (39)
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is satis�ed, where the threshold Tang can be chosen by the user. However, ĨAi
[L] is not a

smooth function, since random �uctuations are introduced by the speci�c positions of the

angular points, and it can happen that for larger values of L the condition is not always

satis�ed. We therefore adopt the value of L for which it, and the three higher L values,

satisfy the criterion, and assuming that for all L ≥ Lmax the criterion is ful�lled.

The two grid threshold Trad and Tang which determine the sizes of the radial and the angular

grids [Eqs. (22) and (39)], respectively, are by default determined in Molpro from a single

threshold value of Tgrid as

Tgrid →





Trad = fradTgrid

Tang = fangTgrid

(40)

with frad and fang being two appropriately chosen pre-factors. These factors are set to

frad = 1
2
and fang = 1

10
, respectively. A grid threshold of Tgrid = 10−6 is used by default

in the Molpro program. Alternative presets MEDIUM, HIGH, or VERYHIGH correspond to Tgrid

values of 10−7, 10−8, and 10−10, respectively.

A critical issue in the above pruning method is the numerical implementation of the test in

Eq. (39) when Tang is very small (10−13 or less). If the summation in Eq. (36) is carried out in

a straightforward way, strong oscillations in the close nuclei range are observed for the L(ri)

curves; see Fig. 1 in the supplementary material. The reason for this are rounding errors in

the numerical integration. One of the most popular approaches to reduce rounding errors in

sums of �oating point numbers has been derived by Kahan,80 whose algorithm keeps track

of a separate running compensation (that accumulates small errors) for the sum. When this

correction is applied, the corresponding oscillations disappear and the curves monotonically

increase in the short range region for all chosen values Tang.

Even with the employment of the Kahan method to correct for rounding errors it can happen

that sudden steps occur for the L values obtained with the pruning method for neighbored

radial grid points. This may happen due to numerical issues with tight or even very tight

threshold values. Therefore a simple smoothing procedure is carried out across all radial

grid points ri with i ≥ 3 if Li−1 < min(Li, Li−2), i.e., when the intermediate value of Li−1 is

a minimum (the exponents here indicating the radial grid index value). Then this value is

shifted to Li−1 → min(Li, Li−2) to make the shape convex. After this �rst smoothing step

has been applied for the L pro�le, the resulting set of L values that are ordered according to
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the radial grid points (from small values of ri to large ones) are searched for local one-point

or two-point maxima and minima. In case of a one-point minimum/maximum at Li the

point is shifted to max (Li−1, Li+1) and in case of a two-point minimum/maximum for the

pair Li, Li+1 the two points are shifted to max (Li−1, Li+2) to make the L pro�le smooth.

The resulting pruned L(ri) curves based on the model function in eq. (36) are shown in

Fig. 2 for the oxygen atom in H2O. Here we used a �xed radial grid with 128 points

(Trad = 5× 10−15). For comparison, we have also used eq. (28) for pruning the angular grid.

The corresponding L(ri) curves are shown in Fig. 2 of the supplementary material. They

are qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 2, but the L(ri) are somewhat larger at greater

distances.
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Figure 2. Optimised L values obtained with the pruning method based on ĨAi
for di�erent angular

threshold values Tang for the oxygen atom (H2O) using a radial grid with 128 points (Trad =

5× 10−15). 2(a): total range of radial grid; 2(b): close-up view of the short range part. Lmax = 59

was chosen. The Kahan summation algorithm80 was used for the numerical integration of the model

functional of Eq. (36) to reduce rounding errors.

D. Timings for the adaptive grid pruning

The adaptive grid generation requires some extra computational work as compared to the

�xed grid methods. Fig. 3 shows for linear alkane chains the CPU times for the AMG

grid generation (GRID) and for 10 iterations (ITER), using the def2-TZVP basis set and

the BLYP functional. This demonstrates that the grid generation time scales linearly with
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molecular size. The iteration time formally scales cubically due to the Coulomb contribution;

in practice the scaling is lower due to screening procedures. In the current calculations the

scaling exponent is between 1.8 (Tgrid = 10−10 ) and 2.2 (Tgrid = 10−6). For the smallest
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Figure 3. Computation times for linear alkanes CnHn+2 (basis def2-TZVP, BLYP functional).

Shown are the times for the adaptive grid generation (GRID) and the iteration time (ITER, 10

iterations) for 3 di�erent values of Tgrid. The calculations were run using a single core on a MacBook

Pro laptop with M1 Max processor and 64 GB of memory.

systems the grid generation time is somewhat larger than the time for one iteration. However,

due to the steeper scaling the iterations quickly become strongly dominant for longer chains.

Of course, the linear chains are model systems and only used to reach the asymptotic scaling

with relatively small molecular sizes. Timings for a transition metal complex with 175 atoms

(FeC72N2H100, structure taken from Ref. 81) are presented in Table III. In this case the

AMG generation takes only about 2% of the time for one KS iteration with BLYP. Since the

grid generation is independent of the basis set and functional used, this fraction becomes

even smaller for calculations with larger basis sets and more complicated functionals, in

particular if exact exchange is included (see the timings for PBE0).
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Table III. Timingsa for FeC72N2H100 (5A) using the def2-TZVP basis

Tgrid 10−6 10−8 10−10

Number of grid points 333968 947524 1909694

Time for grid generation 0.8 1.5 2.3

Time for one iteration (BLYP) 40 68 111

Time for one iteration (PBE0) 446 474 515

Timings on a MacBook (cf. Fig. 3) using 8 cores

(7 MPI processes and one helper process)

V. BENCHMARKS

A. Computational details

The following grid pruning methods described in the previous sections are used for the test

calculations in this work:

• SG-0,1,2,3 �xed grids by Gill et al.35,52 and Dasgupta and Herbert53

• 3-zone �xed grid by Treutler and Ahlrichs36

• 5-zone �xed grid implemented in Molpro60�62 based on the SG-1 grid developed by

Gill et al.35 and modi�cations to SG-1 by Neese54,55

• AMG adaptive grid implemented in Molpro

The latter three grid methods allow to choose various grid levels, and these have been varied

in our benchmark calculation. The recommended default settings are summarized in Table

IV.

The calculations with the SG grids were done by orienting the molecular coordinates using

the approach described in Ref. 35. Such a reorientation of the molecular geometry was not

performed for the calculations with the other grid methods, where the atomic coordinates

were taken directly from Refs. 63 and 82. It should also be noted that the �xed SG grids

were developed in conjunction with the Becke smoothing function of Eq. (11) which was
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Table IV. Default grid level settings for di�erent grid pruning methods.

pruning method possible levels default level reference

3-zone 1-7 3 36

5-zonea) 3-9 4 (for 1st+2nd row elements) this work

AMG Tgrid = 10−x, x ∈ N Tgrid = 10−6 this work

a) A similar grid is used in the Orca4 program54,55 but with a di�erent radial grid, cf. Section IIIA

therefore used in the calculations in this work for these grids. In all other grid methods the

smoothing function of Murray [Eq. (15)] has been applied.

The 74-point Lebedev grid for order L = 13 from Ref. 50 contains negative weights and

therefore has been replaced in our implementation by the 78-point Lebedev grid from Heo

and Xu83 that contains only positive weights, with further re�nement to improve accuracy;

see the supplementary material for details.

Unless otherwise noted, calculations were done with the def2-TZVP basis set.84 Density

�tting approximations were employed to compute the Coulomb and exact exchange con-

tributions to the Fock matrix. For the def2-TZVP orbital basis the universal QZVPP/JK

�tting basis sets of Weigend85 were used. To test the impact of the basis set on the accu-

racies of the numerical integrations, some calculations were also done using the Dunning's

aug-cc-pVxZ basis sets (x = D,T,Q),86�89 using the corresponding �tting basis sets.90

In most calculations the BLYP (Becke, Lee, Yang, Parr) energy functional91,92 was employed.

This functional was chosen because the B88 exchange energy density decays asymptotically

correctly as91 ex ≈ −1
2
ρr−1. It should therefore properly sample the contributions far from

the nuclei. Some calculations were also done using the PBE0 (Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof)93

hybrid-GGA, as well as with the TPSS (Tao, Perdew, Staroverov,Scuseria),94 r2SCAN95,

and M0696 meta-GGA functionals to demonstrate the in�uence of the functional type on

the grid accuracies.

All calculations were done using the Molpro quantum chemistry program.60�62 Tight con-

vergence thresholds of 10−9 a.u. for energies and 10−10 a.u. for density matrix changes have

been used.
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B. Test systems and error analysis

The accuracies of the six methods have been tested for electron number integrals (Eqs. (20)

and (27)) and thermochemical properties, using an extended set of molecules and chemical

reactions. These were taken from 14 subsets of the GMTKN30 database of Grimme et al.63,82

comprising: BHPERI (barrier heights of pericyclic reactions), ISO34 and ISOL22 (isomer-

ization energies of small, medium- sized and large organic molecules), DC9 (a database

containing nine di�cult cases for DFT), DARC (Diels-Alder reaction energies), BSR36

(bond separation reactions of saturated hydrocarbons), IDISP (intramolecular dispersion

interactions), WATER27 (binding energies of water, H+(H2O)n and OH−(H2O)n clusters),

S22 (noncovalent interaction energies), ADIM6 (interaction energies of n-alkane dimers),

and the PCONF, ACONF, SCONF, and CYCONF databases (containing systems to study

the performance for predicting relative energies of tri-peptide, alkane, sugar, and cysteine

conformers). These test databases contain molecules with up to 68 atoms (folded/unfolded

alkanes in IDISP) and mostly atoms from the �rst (long) rows of the PES. A few molecules

with the second row elements Si, P, S, and Cl are contained in BHPERI (P, S), CYCONF

(S), DC9 (S) and ISOL22 (Si, Cl). The geometries were taken from Refs. 63 and 82.

While the conventional quantities that are used to measure the statistical errors for a large set

of data values give some idea about the total magnitudes of the grid errors for the test systems

they might emphasize too much the databases with comparably large energy di�erences

(like chemical reactions) and less those with small ones (intermolecular interactions and

intramolecular conformer reactions). Therefore for assessing the quadrature errors across all

14 databases (comprising 408 molecules and 254 reactions), along with the ∆̄ (mean absolute

errors), ∆rms (root mean square errors) and ∆max (averaged maximum absolute errors per

database) statistical quantities, we also measured the grid accuracies by calculating the

quantity

∆̄w =
1

N

database∑

i=1

∆̄i

Ēi

(41)

termed as weighted mean absolute error. Here, N(= 14) is the number of databases for the

test, ∆̄i denotes the mean absolute error of the energy-di�erence results for database with

label i, and Ēi are the mean absolute reference values of database i; see also Refs. 82 and

97.
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In section VG we demonstrate the convergence of absolute energies for the molecules from

the FH51 data base of Friedrich and Hänchen98,99 and the C60 molecule.

C. Reference energies

Unless otherwise noted, the reference grid is de�ned by the following speci�cations:

• Mura-Knowles radial quadrature scheme (MK) using Trad = 5× 10−15 (Eq. (22)) (128

radial grid points for �rst row elements (Li-Ne))

• L = Lmax = 59 Lebedev quadrature at each radial grid point (1202 functions per radial

grid point)

• Smoothing function of Murray (Eq. (15))

• Treutler size-adjustment scheme in the Voronoi partitioning (Eq. (14))

The reference energies used in the thermochemical energy tests are available in the supple-

mentary material.

In order to estimate the accuracy of the reference grid used in our calculations we made cal-

culations with much larger unpruned radial and angular grids up to a grid size of (500, 2354)

corresponding to a grid with 500 radial grid points and 2354 angular grid points (L = 83)

for the FH51 set of molecules from Friedrich and Hänchen.98,99 This test has been done both

for the BLYP functional (GGA type functional)91,92 and r2SCAN (meta-GGA functional).95

The results are displayed in table V

showing both the rms errors and the max errors (in parenthesis) to the largest (500, 2354)

grids for the total energies (normalised over the number of atoms for each of the 87 molecules)

and the 51 reaction energies. Note that the total energy errors are given in units of µEh

(microhartree) and the reaction energies in units of 10−3 kcal mol−1.

It can be seen that the BLYP energies are practically converged for our reference grid, the

energy di�erence to the (500, 2354) grid results is below 0.01 µEh and therefore of the order

of the convergence threshold used in the calculations [TSCF = 10−9 Hartree (Eh)]. Even the

maximum error for the reference grid for BLYP is very small and amounts to 0.01 µEh.
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Table V. FH51 systems:98,99 root mean square and maximum deviations of total energies and

reaction energies for the reference grid used in our calculations (denoted as 'reference' in the table)

and other large unpruned grids with radial grid sizes of Nrad = 200, 300, 400, 500 and an angular

grid of the size Nang = 1202 to a very large (500, 2354) unpruned grid. Total energies are normalised

over the number of atoms of each molecule and are in units of µEh. The deviations for the reaction

energies are given in units of 10−3 kcal mol−1. The max errors are given in parenthesis in the table.

The def2-TZVP basis set was used in the calculations.

quantity functional referencea) (200, 1202) (300, 1202) (400, 1202) (500, 1202)

total energy BLYP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

r2SCAN 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

(0.23) (0.06) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

reaction energy BLYP 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

(0.28) (0.28) (0.28) (0.28) (0.28)

r2SCAN 0.23 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18

(0.61) (0.63) (0.64) (0.64) (0.64)

a) AMG reference grid, Nrad = 113 + krow[Z] · 15, Nang = 1202.

In contrast to this, for r2SCAN a larger rms error of 0.12 µEh is found for our reference

grid which reduces by one order of magnitude upon an increase of the radial grid size to

Nrad = 200 (fourth column in table V). This indicates that the main source of error for meta

GGA energies for our reference grid is due to the radial grid size. We think, however, that

this accuracy is still good enough to be able to test grid errors for pruned grid methods.

See for example table VI showing the grid errors for the AMG method which are orders of

magnitudes larger than the 0.12 µEh error estimate for our reference grid.

For the reaction energies the grid errors for the reference grid amount to 8·10−5 and 2.3·10−4

kcal mol−1 for BLYP and r2SCAN, respectively, see Table V. This is clearly below chemical

accuracy and much lower than energy di�erences normally considered for comparing errors

for pruned grid methods (see for example the work by Mardirossian and Head-Gordon8).

As can be seen in the table, a further increase of the radial grid up to a size of Nrad = 500

almost has no e�ect for BLYP and only a small e�ect for r2SCAN, indicating that the main
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source of error here appears to be the not fully converged angular grid (in this very small

error range, though).

Another test for the convergence of the angular grid size of the reference grid has been made

for the C60 molecule, see Fig. 13 in section VG. In this case an increase of the maximum

L-value from Lmax = 59 to Lmax = 83 with the reference radial grid changed the absolute

energy by less than 10−5 Eh.

In summary it can be concluded that the reference grid de�ned at the beginning of this

subsection delivers very accurate total and relative KS energies and should therefore serve

well to assess the accuracies of the pruned grid methods in the next sections.

D. Electron number test

Since the integral of the electron density is known exactly, the quantity

∆N =

∣∣∣∣N −
∫

ρ(r) dr

∣∣∣∣ . (42)

(with N being the number of electrons of the molecule and ρ the electron density) is well

suited to test the accuracy of the numerical quadrature. The ∆N shown below are averaged

for the 408 molecules of the benchmark sets. In order to rule out secondary e�ects of the

quadrature grids in KS calculations on the densities self consistent Hartree-Fock densities

were used throughout.

First the e�ect of the speci�cations for the Voronoi partitioning (see section IIA) on the

accuracy of the integration grids is investigated. Fig. 4 shows the ∆N values obtained with

the adaptive grid method of section IVB, using the �ve di�erent global grid threshold values

of 10−6, 10−7, 10−8, 10−10, and 10−14 (see section IVB) and either the Becke or Treutler

size adjustment schemes [Eq. (13) and (14), respectively]. On the abscissa the base-10

logarithm of the average grid size per atom is plotted. With both schemes the values of ∆N

approach zero with larger grid sizes (tighter threshold values), as expected. However, the

Treutler scheme (Eq. (14)) performs clearly better than the Becke scheme (Eq. (13)) over

the whole range of grid sizes. Particularly at large grids the ∆N values are smaller by one

order of magnitude. However, neither method is able to reduce ∆N below about 10−6 �

10−7. The reason for this can be attributed to the limit Lmax = 59, which was used as the
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maximum Lebedev order in the calculations. Also secondary e�ects like screening, rounding

errors in the sums for the numerical integration, or the numerical accuracies of the density

matrices themselves might play a role. We did not investigate the actual source of this error

further, since the main focus here lies on the comparison between the di�erent integration

grids rather than to reproduce the electron number by numerical integration as accurately

as possible.

In summary, the results in Fig. 4 indicate that the Treutler scheme (Eq. (14)) delivers higher

accuracies than the Becke scheme (Eq. (13)) for the integration over ρ. The Treutler scheme

was therefore chosen in all further tests of the quadrature methods, except for the �xed SG

grids which have been explicitly developed for the Becke scheme of Eq. (13).
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Figure 4. Benchmark test for electron number di�erence ∆N (cf. eq. 42) using the Becke (Eq.

(13)) and Treutler (Eq. (14)) size adjustment schemes in the Voronoi partitioning. The global grid

threshold values Tgrid determining the grid size have been added to the respective points of the

`sizeadj=becke' curve; see section IVB for de�nition.
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Figure 5. Benchmark test for electron number di�erence ∆N (cf. eq. 42) using di�erent neighbor

factor cuto� values (Eq. (34)) in the angular tester functional of Eq. (36). The Treutler (Eq. (14))

size adjustment scheme in the Voronoi partitioning was used. The �ve points of the AMG curves

correspond to the grid thresholds as given in Fig. 4.

Another important parameter in the AMG grid pruning method is the neighbor factor fneigh

[cf. Eq. (34)], which is used to limit the sum over atoms in the second term of the model

functional in Eq. (36) to the close neighbor atoms. Fig. 5 shows the ∆N values obtained

with the adaptive grid method and neighbor factors of 2.5 (previously the default setting in

Molpro), 4 and 8. Overall, the choice of fneigh = 4 gives higher accuracies than fneigh = 2.5.

This might be due to better description of anisotropy of the density caused by the neighbor

atoms. However, there is no further improvement in the ∆N values upon increase of the

number of neighbor atoms in Eq. (36). Therefore, the value of fneigh = 4 has been used as

the default setting for the adaptive grid method in the following.
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Figure 6. Benchmark test for electron number di�erence |N −
∫
ρ(r)dr| for di�erent grid types.

The grids that correspond to the default settings for each method are marked by �lled symbols.

The �ve points of the AMG curves correspond to the grid thresholds as given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 compares the averaged ∆N values obtained with the �xed and adaptive grid methods

described in sections IIIA and IV, respectively. The SG 0-3 grids yield errors of the order

of 10−4, but there is no reduction of the error upon an increase of the grid size from SG-0

to SG-3. The 5-zone and 3-zone grids with default grid levels yield similar errors as SG-1,

but for both grid methods a systematic improvement towards ∆N = 10−7 is observed if

the grid levels are increased. The 5-zone grids yield consistently more accurate ∆N values

than the 3-zone grids for comparable grid sizes. Most accurate values are obtained with the

adaptive AMG method, which yields ∆N values that are for small and medium sizes one to

two orders of magnitudes closer to zero than those of all other grid methods.

E. Thermochemical benchmarks

The thermochemical properties for the 14 subsets from the GMTKN30 database (see section

VB for a description) have been computed with the BLYP, PBE0, and the TPSS functionals

using the def2-TZVP basis set. To measure the accuracies of the di�erent integration grids

both the rms and weighted errors, ∆rms and ∆̄w [Eq. (41)], have been calculated with respect

to the reference grid de�ned in section VC. Fig. 7 shows the ∆rms and ∆̄w values of relative

energies for the di�erent grid methods obtained using the BLYP functional. While the ∆̄w

measure reduces a possible overrating of the database subsets with larger mean energies,
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one can see that there is no qualitative change in the behavior and relative orderings of the

curves in the two �gures. We therefore only consider the ∆rms data in the following.
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Figure 7. Benchmark test for thermochemical energies for di�erent grid types. The BLYP functional

was used in the calculations. The grids that correspond to the default settings for each method are

marked by �lled symbols. The �ve points of the AMG curves correspond to the grid thresholds as

given in Fig. 4.

The comparison of the di�erent quadrature methods in �gures 7 shows a clear hierarchy

in performance. While all methods yield higher accuracies upon increasing the grid sizes

(according to the individual grid levels that can be chosen in each method), the SG grids

exhibit only a moderate improvement at larger grid levels. The 5-zone and 3-zone grids

yield very similar errors at the same grid sizes. For the default grid levels the weighted

mean error is close to 0.01 kcalmol−1 for both methods. An increase of the grid levels leads

to a systematic improvement of the accuracies.

Since the 3-zone grids use a small number of angular grid points close to the nucleus, the

good performance shows that this region is well represented by low L values, and that the

main impact for the overall accuracy stems from the number of angular grid points farther

away from the nucleus. This can be seen from the improvement of the 3-zone grid results

from grid level 6 to 7 (last two points), which di�er only in the highest order of the Lebedev

grids (53 and 59, respectively) in the outermost radial zone.

The best overall performance is found for the adaptive grid method. Already with small grid

sizes of log10(Ngrid/N) ≈ 3.5 the average error is smaller than 0.1 kcalmol−1, which means
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that in�uences of the grid truncation errors can be neglected in most KS calculations. Only

for the largest grid size considered the 3-zone grid slightly outperforms the AMG one. This

is mainly due to the approximations described in section IVB; if the functional in Eq. (28)

is used, the errors of the AMG scheme are smallest for all grid sizes (see the supplementary

material). In any case, the integration errors for the largest grid sizes [log10(Ngrid/N) > 4.5]

are completely negligible. Errors caused by the choice of the functional or the basis set are

much larger, as discussed further in section VF.
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Figure 8. Benchmark test for thermochemical energies for di�erent grid types for a hybrid-GGA

(PBE0) and a meta-GGA (TPSS) functional. The grids that correspond to the default settings for

each method are marked by �lled symbols. The �ve points of the AMG curves correspond to the

grid thresholds as given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8 shows the performances of the di�erent quadrature methods using two di�erent func-

tionals, PBE0, and TPSS. PBE0 is a hybrid GGA functional and includes 25% exact ex-

change, in contrast to the BLYP functional whose results were presented above. The contri-

bution of the exact exchange energy is computed analytically, and can therefore only have

a secondary in�uence on the accuracies of the DFT integrations due to modi�cations in the

shape of the density; see also Ref. 100 (Fig. 2). In contrast, the PBE GGA part of the PBE0

functional is evaluated by numerical integration and therefore depends directly on the size

and distribution of grid points for the di�erent quadrature methods. A comparison of the

BLYP and PBE0 curves in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, shows that these are qualitatively

and to some degree even quantitatively similar. This indicates that the relative accuracies

for the numerical integration found with the BLYP method are transferable to di�erent
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(hybrid) GGA functionals.

This, however, is no longer true when comparing the results for the TPSS functional in sub-

�gure 8(b). TPSS is a meta-GGA functional and depends on the local kinetic energy density

τ(r) = 1
2

∑occ
i |∇ϕi(r)|2 (tau-dependent functional).18 As shown in Fig. 8, overall the accu-

racies achieved with all tested quadrature methods with the TPSS functional are worse than

with BLYP and PBE0. The calculations with the largest grids for the respective methods

(except SG-3) only approach an accuracy of 10−3 to 10−4 kcalmol−1 at log10(Ngrid/N) ≈ 5,

which is one to two orders of magnitude larger than the ∆rms values obtained with BLYP

and PBE0. The relative ordering of the average errors for the di�erent methods is the same

as found for the corresponding BLYP and PBE0 results.

The di�culty to achieve accurate numerical integrations with meta-GGA functionals has

been demonstrated earlier by other authors. For example, in a review Mardirossian and

Head-Gordon8 a mean absolute percent integration grid error of 75.9% was found for the

NC15 (noncovalent interaction benchmark) data set using the SG-1 grid and M06 functional

compared to results obtained with a (500,974) reference grid. A recent paper by Lehtola

and Marques58 stated that many recent meta-GGA functionals are ill-behaved with respect

to accurate numerical integration. They considered spherical atoms and found that the

convergence with radial grid size can be extremely slow, making such functionals unsuitable

for practical applications as well as benchmark studies. Another �nding is that the energies

may converge very slowly to the basis set limit with increasing basis set sizes.8

While a detailed study of these problems is beyond the scope of the present work, we have

carried out a number preliminary calculations for the PCONF and FH51 test sets, using the

TPSS, r2SCAN, and M06 functionals. The results for PCONF are shown in Fig. 9 and the

results for the FH51 test is presented in section VG (tables VI and VII).

As can be seen in Fig. 9, in all cases there is a similar slow reduction of the rms errors with

respect to the grid size. The behavior of the curves for TPSS similar to the corresponding one

for the whole thermochemical test in Fig. 8(a), indicating that the selection of the PCONF

test is representative for the full thermochemical test. A further check of the particular

performance of the AMG grid method for meta GGA functionals has been made for the

FH51 reaction energy benchmark systems98,99 and is presented in section VG.
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Figure 9. PCONF conformer energy test for the di�erent grid methods and using the three di�erent

meta GGA functionals TPSS, r2SCAN and M06. The �ve points of the AMG curves correspond

to the grid thresholds as given in Fig. 4.

For the M06 functional the relative orderings of the curves are di�erent than for TPSS

and r2SCAN, see Fig. 9. In particular, the AMG grid for Tgrid = 10−6 delivers accuracies

that are only slightly smaller than 1 kcalmol−1 for the M06 functional, which is one and

two orders of magnitude larger than what is found for TPSS and r2SCAN. Clearly, such

large errors are unacceptable, and with the grid scheme of this work it can only be reduced

to a reasonable degree by reducing Tgrid to 10−8 or even lower, which leads to a signi�cant

increase of the grid size. In order to reach an accuracy of about 0.03 kcalmol−1 the grid sizes

of the AMG, 3-zone and 5-zone grids are comparable. However, the 5-zone grid performs

somewhat better for smaller grid sizes and reaches the target accuracy of 0.1 kcalmol−1

already with the default grid level. This indicates that there is some potential to achieve

better accuracies for smaller grids also with an adaptive grid method. Future work will be
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Figure 10. Root mean squared errors from the reference grid results using the default settings for

each grid method. In case of the SG grids the SG-1 was chosen for this comparison. The base-10

logarithm of the average sizes of the grids per atom are displayed above the respective groups.

needed to investigate this problem in more detail. It could for example arise from the simple

form of the test functional in Eq. (36) or the approximate densities used in it.

Finally, in Fig. 10 the rms errors obtained with the default settings for each grid pruning

method (cf. Table IV) are summarized. In case of the �xed SG grids we chose the inter-

mediate sized SG-1 grid for this comparison. The methods are ordered with respect to the

average grid sizes per atom, which are displayed above the various groups in the diagram

(in log10 format). All grids except for SG-1 yield rms errors below 0.1 kcalmol−1. In case of

the 3-zone and 5-zone grid the grid errors are rather similar for the three di�erent functional

types, while for the AMG method it depends more strongly on the functional and is twice

as large for the meta-GGA TPSS functional as for the GGA-type functionals BLYP and

PBE0. The rms errors for SG-1 are of the order of 0.2 kcalmol−1, and even larger errors are

expected with SG0. These grids are therefore less suitable for high accuracy calculations.

F. Dependence of the accuracies of the adaptive grids on the basis set

The results presented in the previous section VE were obtained by using the def2-TZVP basis

sets to represent the density and orbitals in the self-consistent KS calculations. While basis

sets of triple-zeta quality may be su�cient to obtain results that are resonably converged

with respect to the basis set size, it will be useful to take a look at the in�uence of the

basis set on the accuracies for the DFT integration. For this, calculations with the adaptive
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grid method of section IVB were done using the aug-cc-pVXZ (X=D,T,Q) basis sets of

Dunning.88,89 While these basis sets were not particularly designed for DFT methods and

the larger ones certainly contain more high angular momentum basis functions than needed

in DFT, they can still be used to study the convergence towards the basis set limit. In fact,

as shown below, the aug-cc-pVTZ basis yields for our test set much more accurate results

than the def2-TZVP basis. This is mainly attributed to the di�use basis functions, which

are important in molecules with polar groups. We assume that aug-cc-pVQZ basis gives

DFT results quite close to the basis set limit.
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Figure 11. Grid errors of thermochemical energies using di�erent basis sets using the adaptive grid

obtained with the model functional of Eq. (36).

Fig. 11 shows the average errors of the adaptive grid method for all four basis sets, using

otherwise the same calculation details as chosen in the previous section. The reference values

obtained with large grids were determined independently for each basis set. On the scale

of the diagram there is hardly any di�erence between the four curves. This shows that the

grid errors are almost independent of the basis set and orders of magnitude smaller than the

basis set errors. For example, the results obtained with the aug-cc-pVDZ, def2-TZVP, and

aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets di�er on the average from the aug-cc-pVQZ ones by about 2.0, 1.5,

and 0.14 kcalmol−1, respectively. Likely these are lower bounds for the corresponding true

basis set errors.

The relative insensitivity to the grid size on thermochemical energies also o�ers the applica-

tion of approaches to speed up KS calculations by changing the integration grid during the
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SCF cycles. This is well known and used by default in various programs, e.g., Turbomole66,101

and Orca.54,55 An early approach where di�erent adaptive grids were used in the SCF it-

erations and in the �nal energy calculation was investigated by Tozer et al..102 In Molpro

such a method can be activated with the coarsegrid option.60 When this is done the SCF

iterations are performed with a coarse grid whose threshold is by default set to fcoarse ·Tgrid,

with fcoarse = 103 and Tgrid being the threshold value for the �ne grid. After convergence the

energy is recomputed with the �ne grid. Fig. 12 shows the ∆rms errors for the AMG grid

method for the thermochemical benchmarks both with and without this coarsegrid option

(using the def2-TZVP basis). The coarsegrid option works very well for larger grids with

log10(Ngrid/Natoms) ≥ 4 (Tgrid ≤ 10−7) for which the errors are almost indistinguishable from

the full grid calculations. However, for smaller grids slight deviations between the curve

for the full grid calculations and the coarse grid calculations exist, but the errors are still

negligibly small. It should be noted, however, that a signi�cant speedup can be achieved

only for functionals without exact exchange, since the calculations of the exchange matrix

takes usually much longer than the numerical integrations.
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Figure 12. Grid errors of thermochemical energies using the full grids or coarse grids in each SCF

cycle using the def2-TZVP basis set (see text)

G. Convergence of absolute energies

In general, only relative energies are relevant in chemistry, and therefore we focussed on

thermochemical data in the previous sections. However, when calculating energy di�erences
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the number and types of atoms do not change, and it can be expected that errors in the

absolute energies largely cancel out in the relative energies. It is therefore of some interest

to look at the convergence of the absolute energies with the grid threshold (or grid level) as

well.

In Table VI the root mean square and maximum absolute errors of the 87 molecules in the

FH51 reaction energy test set98,99 are shown for various functionals and a range of AMG

grid thresholds. The reference energies are computed as described in section VC. Since the

errors of absolute energies are extensive quantities, i.e. they depend on the molecular size,

the errors per atom are presented. The individual energies of all molecules can be found in

the supplementary material.

Using LDA or GGA functionals (e.g. BLYP) the absolute grid errors are small and converge

smoothly to the reference values. For the Molpro default threshold Tgrid = 10−6 the rms

error per atom amounts to about 1 µEh, which corresponds to 0.0015 kcalmol−1. However,

as already seen for the relative energies, the errors are 1-2 orders of magnitude larger for

meta-GGA functionals like M06 or r2SCAN, and they also converge more slowly towards

zero with decreasing grid threshold. The largest errors are found for the M06 functional. In

this case the rms error still amounts to about 42 µEh (0.026 kcalmol−1) for a grid threshold

of 10−8, and the maximum error for this threshold is nearly an order of magnitude larger.

Table VII shows the error statistics for the reaction energies of the FH51 test set. In most

cases the errors are tiny and negligible for all tested thresholds. Only with M06 the errors

are unacceptably large (up to 2 kcalmol−1) with default thresholds. To reduce them below

0.1 kcalmol−1, a threshold Tgrid = 10−10 is needed, which makes the calculations signi�cantly

more expensive than with other functionals.

Additional tables with grid errors per atom for molecules containing second-row atoms,

transition metals, and some molecular anions are presented in the supplementary material.

A number of these molecules were also used in the work of Köster et al.57 and considered

to be di�cult therein. Overall, the absolute errors per atom in this set are about 1.5 times

larger than for the FH51 set, but otherwise the conclusions are very similar.

In order to compare the absolute energy grid errors for di�erent grid methods we have

considered the C60 molecule using the BLYP and TPSS functionals, cf. Fig. 13. The total
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Table VI. Root mean square (rms) and maximum (max) energy di�erences for the total energies of

BLYP, TPSS, M06 and r2SCAN for the FH51 systems98,99 for AMG with di�erent thresholds to

the reference grid values. Energies are normalised over the number of atoms for each system and

are shown in µEh. The total energies for the 87 molecules range from -1 Eh to -1050 Eh. Basis set:

def2-TZVP.

functional error Tgrid = 10−6 Tgrid10
−7 Tgrid = 10−8 Tgrid = 10−10 Tgrid = 10−14

BLYP rms 0.99 0.25 0.06 0.01 0.0

max 3.32 0.68 0.21 0.05 0.01

TPSS rms 1.83 0.57 0.30 0.06 0.0

max 5.42 1.83 0.83 0.24 0.0

M06 rms 52.68 42.92 41.58 1.66 0.02

max 329.77 379.38 380.31 5.97 0.11

r2SCAN rms 20.73 6.30 3.90 0.90 0.0

max 39.44 18.33 9.73 3.65 0.01

Table VII. Root mean square (rms) and maximum (max) energy di�erences for the reaction energies

of BLYP, TPSS, M06 and r2SCAN for the FH51 systems98,99 for AMG with di�erent thresholds to

the reference grid values. Energies are shown in kcalmol−1. Reaction energies for the 51 reactions

range from 1 to 150 kcalmol−1 in magnitude (about 30 kcalmol−1 on average). Basis set: def2-

TZVP.

functional error Tgrid = 10−6 Tgrid = 10−7 Tgrid = 10−8 Tgrid = 10−10 Tgrid = 10−14

BLYP rms 0.016 0.004 0.001 0.0 0.0

max 0.046 0.012 0.004 0.001 0.0

TPSS rms 0.028 0.008 0.004 0.0 0.0

max 0.110 0.024 0.010 0.002 0.0

M06 rms 0.541 0.361 0.333 0.021 0.0

max 2.000 1.521 1.578 0.052 0.0

r2SCAN rms 0.019 0.011 0.004 0.0 0.0

max 0.046 0.040 0.014 0.002 0.0
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energy errors obtained with the SG-x grids and the BLYP functional are above 1 kcalmol−1

and there is no convergence from SG-0 to SG-3. Even larger errors are found for the TPSS

functional. For the other grid methods the errors nicely converge to 10−5 Eh or below with

increasing grid size. The black curves show the convergence as a function of the Lebedev

order L used at each grid point (unpruned). The radial grid is the same as in the reference

AMG calculations. It is found that the convergence with L is rather fast, and an absolute

energy error below 0.1 kcalmol−1 (0.16 mH) is reached with L = 41.
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Figure 13. Convergence of the KS energies with respect to the grid size for the C60 molecule.

The black curve in the �gure shows the deviations for an unpruned grid for the Lebedev orders

L = 11, 21, 31, 41, 53, 59, 71 and Trad = 5·10−15 compared to the largest unpruned grid with L = 83.

(units: Hartree).

H. Dipole moments

The performances of the di�erent integration grids were analysed for the electron number

integrals and thermochemical energy values in the previous sections VD � VF. While for

the electron number integrals Hartree-Fock densities were used to rule out any secondary

e�ect from the exchange-correlation potential contributions that determine the shape of the

density, this e�ect is to some extent contained in the KS energies since these are computed

with self-consistent densities. A more direct analysis of the grid errors on the self-consistent

density can be made, however, by considering �rst-order electric molecular properties such

as the dipole moments. Fig. 14 shows the mean absolute errors for the benchmark tests
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for the dipole moments using the di�erent quadrature methods (the BLYP functional was

chosen for this test). It can be seen that overall the errors are quite small. Even with the

smallest grids the average dipole moments do not di�er by more than 10−3 a.u. from the

reference grid results. The relative hierarchy in accuracy found for the electron number and

energy benchmark tests in the previous sections is the same also for the dipole moment. The

�xed SG grids are less well suited to achieve high accuracies for dipole moments than the

other grid methods considered. Just as for the electron number and energy tests presented

in the previous sections, the AMG method yields the highest accuracies also for the dipole

moments for given grid sizes.
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Figure 14. Average absolute grid errors for the dipole moments of the molecules from the benchmark

tests. Calculations were done using the BLYP functional and def2-TZVP basis set. The grids that

correspond to the default settings for each method are marked by �lled symbols.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work a number of DFT quadrature methods have been reviewed and tested for a

number of molecular properties, namely electron numbers obtained by numerical integration,

thermochemical relative energies from a large set of 254 di�erent chemical reactions from the

GMTKN30 databases, as well as absolute total energies and molecular dipole moments. The

range of quadrature methods considered includes the �xed SG grids by Gill et al.,35,52 the

3-zone grids by Treutler et al.,36 a 5-zone grid that is similar to the grid used in Orca4,54,55 as

well as the adaptive grid scheme AMG implemented in the Molpro program.60�62 The �xed

grid methods have the advantage that they are quite simple and available in several electronic
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structure codes. While the 3-zone and 5-zone grids can be enlarged to systematically reduce

the errors to negligible values, this is not the case for the SG-x (x=0-3) grids. In contrast

to the �xed grids methods, the AMG method takes into account the molecular environment

for pruning the angular grids at each radial grid point. This leads to signi�cantly reduced

errors for given grid sizes. For the default AMG grids, which are mostly smaller than all

other default �xed grids (except for SG-0), the errors are typically 1-2 orders of magnitude

smaller than those of the default �xed grids. The additional computation time needed for

the pruning scales linearly with molecular size and is negligible compared to the time needed

for one SCF cycle (even without exact exchange).

With the recommended default grids sizes, the SG-1 method yielded the largest root mean

squared errors in the thermochemical benchmarks, on the average about 0.2 kcalmol−1. For

the BLYP and PBE0 functionals the maximum errors for the di�erent grid methods were

found to be of the order of 0.45 kcalmol−1 for the SG-1 grid, about 0.15 kcalmol−1 for the

3-zone(level=3) and 5-zone(level=4) grids, and about 0.06 kcalmol−1 for the AMG(Tgrid =

10−6) default grids. The grid errors of (hybrid-)GGA type functionals were found to be

insensitive to the functional used. However, for meta-GGAs like TPSS the errors are ap-

proximately one order of magnitude larger than for GGAs and hybrid GGAs and converge

more slowly with increasing grid sizes. Most critical are M06, r2SCAN and similar func-

tionals. If these are used it should be carefully checked that the grid errors are su�ciently

small.

The grid errors have also been compared for various basis sets. It was found that they are

largely independent of the underlying basis set, and that the basis set errors themselves

are orders of magnitude larger than the grid errors. For example, the average deviations of

the augmented correlation-consistent double-zeta and triple zeta basis sets results from the

corresponding quadruple zeta ones amount to about 2.0 and 0.14 kcalmol−1, respectively,

for the 254 chemical reactions considered. Compared to this, the average grid errors of less

than 0.01 kcalmol−1 with the default adaptive grid (Tgrid = 10−6) are negligible.

A possible drawback of adaptive grid schemes is that the grid depends on the molecular ge-

ometry. This can lead to potential energy surfaces that are not microscopically smooth, and

it can also a�ect the convergence of geometry optimizations. Extensive tests for geometry

optimizations of 41 organic molecules from the GDB-13 database with rather crude starting
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geometries showed that with medium grid size (Tgrid = 10−7) convergence of the geome-

try optimizations is similar as with the �xed SG-x grids, and further reduction of the grid

threshold does not reduce the iteration count. It is also possible to freeze the grid de�nition

at each atom (denoted �meta-grid�), so that during geometry optimizations it behaves like

a �xed grid. Such freezing may slightly change the �nal energies, but the e�ects are very

small (typically in the µEh range), and the optimized structures are hardly a�ected. These

issues will be investigated in more detail in future work.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material contains parameters for the 78-point Lebedev grid used in this

work and diagrams showing the perfomances of the grid pruning methods for other statistical

quantities (mae and max deviations) as well as total energies for all molecules obtained with

the reference grid. Furthermore, performances of the pruning methods for the C60 molecule

and the CN− anion are shown and the grid errors for the meta GGA functionals TPSS, M06

and r2SCAN are shown for each molecule from the FH51 data base.
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